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ART MORA NJ
RESIDENCY / EXHIBITION PROGRAM

■ Artist Information
Please make an accurate use of grammars (spelling, spacing, capitalization e.t.c.) for both Korean and
English. All the promotions and documents on artists will be based on the information provided.

■Program Information
For two months, you will use Art Mora Gallery located in Ridgefield Park, NJ, as your studio, to produce
artworks. During the time period, we will hold one open studio, and we will finalize our program with an
exhibition at the end of the residency. You will spend your residency with a maximum of four other artists
in the studio.

Residency cost: $2,000 (Travel and lodging expenses not included)

Housing location: $1,500
https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/31058777?check_in=2024-02-01&check_out=2024-03-31&guests=1
&adults=1&s=67&unique_share_id=72033020-9f24-4f65-9935-625718827052

■Required documents for application

- Portfolio (8-10 works)
- Resume with details on exhibitions in the past three years
- Artist’s notes/ critiques

■Rule

Art Mora Program Participation Rule
The following conditions are the contents of contract for Art Mora and the participating artist; submitting
this form will be regarded as an agreement to the contract rules.

Significance/ Purpose of This Program
ART MORA is a contemporary art gallery established in Chelsea, New York in 2011. We focus on
providing a variety of opportunities for emerging new artists, and build a strong community through
hosting public events. In addition, we help the public to approach popular art comfortably and
encourage their interest in art through holding multiple lecture programs. We also work hard to become
a center for communications among emerging artists, curators, and the public.
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Mandatory Rules for Participation and Application
- Art Mora has the right to make an independent decision on application. If the applicants do not

conform to the regulation or purpose of the program, Art Mora may request or make changes.
- Applicant needs to write accurate information on the application form, and he/she needs to

include an evidence of proof that the submitted works are authentic
- .

- If false information or violations of the application rules are identified in the artists’ documents, Art
Mora has the right to cancel his/her participation.

- Art Mora may request changes in the exhibition plan.
- Artists/Participants are expected to strictly abide by the deadlines for application, down payment,

and the program fee.
- Artists/Participants must comply with the exhibition work selection criteria given by Art Mora, and

share the exhibition works with the organizer in advance.
- Artists/Participants must pay the cost of transporting (bringing in and out) exhibition works.
- Art Mora is not responsible for any personal/unrelated losess and damages caused by artists

themselves.


